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CogAT Practice
The Cognitive Abilities Test, (CogAT), is a test to help determine your child’s aptitude. This
test is a nationally normed test that will compare your child’s performance with
performances of other students of the same age. The CogATis broken down into 9
sections. Below are some videos and activities to help your child better understand what
to expect in each section.

Verbal Classification: Students examine three words and think of ways in which they are 
alike. Then they select the answer choice that belongs in the same group. 

Review of categories Thinking About CategorizingVerbal Classification Practice 
Sentence Completion:Students read an incomplete sentence and then select the answer
choice that best completes the sentence. 

Sentence Worksheet 1Sentence Worksheets
Verbal Analogies: Students examine a pair of words and think of ways in which they are
related. Then they apply this relationship to a third word to generate a new pair of words
related to each other in the same way as the first pair. 

Intro to AnalogiesVirtual Analogies Video Analogy TestAnalogy Jeopardy
Number Series: Each question contains a series of numbers that follows a pattern. First 
students identify the rule the numbers follow. Then they apply the rule to find the next 
number in the series. 

Intro to Number PatternsNumber Series QuizNumber Series Quiz 2
Number Puzzles: Each question presents an equation in which elements are missing. The
students must substitute numbers for the missing elements and solve the equation. 

Understanding Number PuzzlesEqual Song Balance SubtractionBalance Addition
Paper Folding:Each question shows a piece of paper being folded and holes being 
punched in the folded paper. Students must choose the answer that shows how the paper
looks when it is unfolded. 

Intro to Symmetry Hole punching and paper cutting video Paper Folding Quiz
Figure Matrices: Each question presents a matrix in which one figure is missing. Students
determine the rule(s) that the existing figures follow. They then apply the rule(s) to choose the
figure that completes the matrix. 

Matrix Brain TeasersFigure Matrix Quiz
Figure Classification: For each question, students must determine how three figures are 
similar and the select the answer choice that is most like the first three figures. 

Figure Grouping
Number Analogies: Students examine two pairs of numbers and determine the rule both 
pairs follow. Then they apply the rule to a given number and choose the answer that generates
a third pair of numbers that follows the same rule. The test questions require the same
processes as the Verbal Analogies test, but uses quantitative concepts rather than verbal
concepts. 

Number Analogies Quiz

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1L2Tj8lP-TY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ENFJUEM0XTc
http://www.indiabix.com/verbal-reasoning/classification/
http://www.indiabix.com/verbal-reasoning/classification/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1L2Tj8lP-TY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ENFJUEM0XTc
https://www.englishforeveryone.org/PDFs/Level_3_Sentence_Completion_1.pdf
https://www.englishmaven.org/Pages/Sentence%20Completion.htm
https://www.learninggamesforkids.com/vocabulary-games/analogies/analogy-lesson.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v4Tgr1d6QQQ
https://www.funtrivia.com/playquiz/quiz19089315dbe20.html
https://www.quia.com/cb/7146.html
https://www.learninggamesforkids.com/vocabulary-games/analogies/analogy-lesson.html
https://www.learninggamesforkids.com/vocabulary-games/analogies/analogy-lesson.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v4Tgr1d6QQQ
https://www.funtrivia.com/playquiz/quiz19089315dbe20.html
https://www.quia.com/cb/7146.html
https://www.quia.com/cb/7146.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Re3nbmqVaU
http://www.indiabix.com/logical-reasoning/number-series/
http://www.edugoog.com/series-completion/question-answer/number-series/1.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlHMLEq6kXs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FDIXz0AFCA
https://www.ixl.com/math/grade-2/balance-addition-equations-up-to-three-digits
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlHMLEq6kXs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlHMLEq6kXs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FDIXz0AFCA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFzktJNmnPU
https://www.11plusgenie.com/non-verbal-reasoning-type-16-figure-analysis-hole-punching-and-paper-cutting-video
http://www.indiabix.com/non-verbal-reasoning/paper-folding/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFzktJNmnPU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFzktJNmnPU
https://www.11plusgenie.com/non-verbal-reasoning-type-16-figure-analysis-hole-punching-and-paper-cutting-video
http://www.indiabix.com/non-verbal-reasoning/paper-folding/
https://www.highiqpro.com/iq-tests-iq-scores-iq-questions/matrix-iq-brain-teasers
http://www.indiabix.com/non-verbal-reasoning/figure-matrix/
http://www.indiabix.com/non-verbal-reasoning/figure-matrix/
http://www.indiabix.com/non-verbal-reasoning/grouping-of-images/
http://www.indiabix.com/non-verbal-reasoning/grouping-of-images/
http://www.edugoog.com/analogy/question-answer/number-analogy/1.html

